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trade in live reptiles its impact on wild populations - a new perspective on global reptile pet trade based on key expert
testimony from around the world many reptile species controlled under current policies remain illegally unsustainably traded
to supply the international reptile pet market with rare and endemic species most threatened, coachwhip videos photos
and facts masticophis flagellum - the coachwhip is one of the largest native snakes in north america it is thought that the
coachwhip gets its name from the pattern on its tail which looks like a braided whip, santa catalina island rattlesnake
videos photos and facts - one of the most notable features of the santa catalina island rattlesnake and in contradiction to
its name is the lack of a functioning rattle this is believed to be an adaptation for stealth enabling this rattlesnake to slink
silently towards prey it has a relatively slender and short body with a triangular head distinctly separated from the neck,
university of california press on jstor - founded in 1893 university of california press journals and digital publishing
division disseminates scholarship of enduring value one of the largest most distinguished and innovative of the university
presses today its collection of print and online journals spans topics in the humanities and social sciences with
concentrations in sociology musicology history religion cultural and, jstor viewing subject biological sciences - jstor is a
digital library of academic journals books and primary sources, assisted migration assisted colonization managed assisted colonization is the intentional movement and release of an organism outside its indigenous range to avoid
extinction of populations of the focal species ecological replacement is the intentional movement and release of an organism
outside its indigenous range to perform a specific ecological function see the 3 fold chart immediately below for distinctions
between three forms of
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